
First manufacturer of deep-frozen bakery products to be awarded ZNU certification.

On the counter in no time. Off the counter in no time.

CAKE IT EASY!

Whether gluten-free,  
without palm oil or as  
fantastic brand-name cakes, 
our trendy round cakes and 
tray bakes:

•  come in the usual  
erlenbacher premium 
quality

•  are suitable for a variety of 
tastes and demands

•  are easy to handle, thus 
providing great flexibility at 
little cost
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Tel: +49 (0) 6152 803-0 
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www.erlenbacher.com

After Eight® Tarte, code 8109039
The fresh taste of mint is combined with finest chocolate to create a 
very British taste sensation. Two dark sponge layers are filled with 
a light cream with thin wafers and with chocolate cream flavoured 
with peppermint oil. The whole cake is covered in icing containing 
cocoa. A refined cake with a touch of British class.

Lion® Tarte, code 8109026
This cake is delicate on the outside and deliciously crispy on  
the inside. Thin wafers are surrounded by two layers of almond- 
flavoured sponge covered with caramel cream and crunchy  
chocolate-nougat cream and icing containing cocoa. 

Code Description Weight
Portion 
weight

Pieces per 
case

Pre-cut  
portions

Cases per 
pallet/layer
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8109593 Mandeltårta Erdnuss-Karamell 950 g approx. 79 g 4 12 64/8 32/80
8109594 Mandeltårta Klass 900 g approx. 75 g 4 12 64/8 32/80
8109039 After Eight® Tarte 950 g approx. 79 g 4 12 64/8 32
8109026 Lion® Tarte 950 g approx. 79 g 4 12 64/8 32
8109067 Mandel-Schoko-Schnitte 1,250 g approx. 83 g 4 15 64/8 22/79
8109066 Mandel-Schnitte 1,050 g approx. 70 g 4 15 64/8 22/79

ORDER HOTLINE: +49 (0)6152 803-351

Almond Chocolate Cake, code 8109067
So easy and yet so special! Delicate chocolate butter cream lies on 
two fluffy almond sponge bases. Decorated with roasted almond 
slivers and a fine chocolate coating – this slice is enjoyment.

Almond Success Cake, code 8109066
Layer by layer! Almond sponge bases and butter cream alternate in 
crowning this cake. Decorated with roasted almonds, this slice  
is simply delicious.

Almond Cake Peanut and Caramel, code 8109593
A caramel-nutty temptation without any regrets! On top of  
gluten-free almond sponge cake layers are crunchy peanuts 
embedded in a sweet layer of caramel, coated with a irresistible 
nougat icing.

Almond Cake Classic, code 8109594
On top of each of two gluten-free almond sponge cake layers is  
a delicious sauce. Roasted almond flakes decorate the tender- 
melting light-coloured coating. For a feeling of pleasure without  
ifs and buts.


